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Abstract
This manuscript provides a new coupled thermo-chemo-mechanical computational model for titanium structures subjected to extreme loading and environment. The proposed model accounts for
the formation of oxygen enriched (alpha-case) titanium, as well as the coupling effects between the
response characteristics of mechanical and oxygen infiltration processes into titanium at high temperature environment. The formation of alpha-case at the surface of the structure is modeled as diffusion
of oxygen into the titanium substrate. The mechanical response of the structure is idealized using the
Johnson-Cook model, which is generalized to account for the effects of oxygen induced embrittlement
and hardening. The interplay between mechanical damage, oxygen infiltration and temperature on
the chemo-mechanical response is evaluated using numerical simulations. The fully coupled mechanical and diffusion processes are solved based on a staggered coupling algorithm. The capabilities of
the computational model are assessed by the analysis of a panel composed of Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo
titanium alloy subjected to thermal shock loading.
Keywords: multi-physics; titanium; failure; embrittlement; alpha-case.
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Introduction

Alpha-stabilizers such as oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen available in the environment diffuse into titanium and titanium alloys at elevated temperatures. The resulting material, called alpha-case titanium,
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exhibits significantly different structural properties including embrittlement, increased hardness, and
reduction in fatigue life [1, 2].
Formation of alpha-case is routinely observed during the manufacturing of titanium structures. For
instance in investment casting, an oxygen-rich alpha-case titanium layer develops along the interface
between the structure and the investment material [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The standard practice in the investment community is to physically remove the oxygen-rich alpha-case layer by chemical milling. The
prediction of the thickness of oxygen-rich layer to be removed and the diffusion characteristics of
oxygen in titanium has been an active research field in the past four decades (e.g., [3, 8, 9]. Comprehensive review of earlier diffusivity characterization of titanium and titanium alloys is provided by
Liu and Welsch [10]). The majority of the investigations consider the oxygen ingress into titanium to
obey Fick’s law of diffusion and employ one-dimensional analytical models to relate the alpha-case
layer thickness to the diffusivity and thermal conditions. The effect of variable diffusivity within the
titanium microstructure (i.e., alpha, beta and oxide phases) due to phase transformations or heterogeneity have been investigated based on numerical and analytical diffusion models as well [11, 12].
Coupling the effect of aggressive agent transport and degradation in the mechanical response in metals
have been subject to many investigations. A tremendous body of literature exists in numerical and
experimental characterization of the coupled response mechanisms, and an extensive literature survey
is out of the scope of this paper. A number of material models that relate the elasto-plastic and damage
processes to transport of aggressive agents have been devised. For instance, Sofronis and McMeeking [13] proposed a coupled diffusion-stress analysis model to idealize the local effect of hydrogen
transport around a crack tip. Carranza and Haber [14] employed a coupled stress-assisted diffusion
model with the oxygen embrittlement model based on Sofronis and McMeeking’s model [13] to study
intergranular fracture in nickel-based superalloys. Deng et al. [15] recently proposed a damage mechanics model that incorporates the grain-boundary oxygen embrittlement effects to investigate creep
behavior of steel alloys.
Characterization of the response of titanium and titanium alloy aircraft structures and components
operating in hypersonic environment poses additional challenges. First, the alpha-case layer forms during the operational environment of the aircraft and it cannot be eliminated during manufacturing. The
alpha-case layer formed during the operation acts as potential sites for initiation of cracks, which may
grow under the aerodynamic service loads to cause failure of the structure or the component. Second,
the growth of alpha-case layer is affected by the state of mechanical damage. Nucleation and growth of
the microcracks and voids enhance the formation of alpha-case in the structure. The characterization
of the response is therefore a coupled multiphysics problem involving thermal, chemical diffusion and
mechanical processes.
Figure 1 illustrates the coupling between the thermal state of the structure, diffusion of oxygen as
well as deformation and damage state of the structure. Some of the coupling mechanisms between
these processes have been well characterized including the thermal actuation of oxygen diffusion, as
well as embrittlement and hardening due to oxygen diffusion. In contrast, other coupling mechanisms
such as the effect of microcracking on the oxygen diffusion characteristics have not yet been sufficiently characterized. In addition to the presence of multiple physical processes, the evaluation of the
response of titanium structures under thermo-mechanical loading conditions spans a number of spatial scales. The oxygen-enriched alpha-case titanium typically extends up to a boundary region with
a thickness in the order of tens of microns. In contrast, the overall thickness of the titanium structure
is in the millimeter scale. The heterogeneity of the diffusion and mechanical characteristics of the
titanium microstructure, which has a characteristic size of the order of a few microns or submicron
scale, provides additional complexity to accurate computational characterization of structural response
in extreme thermo-mechanical environments. Figure 2 illustrates the relevant spatial scales: the scale
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Figure 1: Multiple physical processes affecting the response prediction of alpha-case titanium.
of the alpha-case boundary region, the scale of the titanium grain structure and the scale of the overall
structure.
In this manuscript, we propose a new coupled computational model to characterize the response
of titanium structures subjected to thermo-chemo-mechanical loading and environmental conditions.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this study constitutes one of the first efforts in the analysis
of mechanical failure response of titanium structures at the structural level. The proposed computational model is unique in modeling the alpha-case formation and the mechanical response of titanium
structures in the following respects:
1. The classical alpha-case formation model is enhanced to account for the effect of mechanical
damage on the diffusivity of oxygen through the structure.
2. The elastic-plastic model to idealize the mechanical response of titanium structures based on the
well-known Johnson-Cook model is generalized to account for the effects of increased oxygen
content.
3. A semi-explicit coupled chemo-mechanical computational strategy is proposed to evaluate the
coupled multi-physical processes (i.e., diffusion of oxygen and mechanical response).
4. A computational algorithm to bridge the scale of the alpha-case boundary region and the scale
of the overall titanium structure is proposed. This algorithm avoids fine discretization of the
titanium substrate, while accurately describing the damage evolution and diffusion processes at
the boundary region.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows: The oxygen diffusion model for modeling
the evolution of alpha-case layer, which incorporates the effects of mechanical damage, is discussed in
Section 2. The modified Johnson-Cook model for alpha-case titanium and titanium alloys is explained
in Section 3. Section 4 details the heat conduction model employed to predict the thermal profile
in titanium structures. In Section 5, the implementation details including the scale bridging between
the boundary scale and the titanium substrate as well as the coupled solution strategy for the chemomechanical boundary value problem are presented. In Section 6, the capabilities of the proposed model
are demonstrated by computational analysis of a Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo panel subjected to thermal shock
loading. Section 7 presents the conclusions and future research directions.
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Figure 2: Multiple scales affecting the response prediction of titanium structures subjected to thermomechanical environment.
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Oxygen Diffusion Model

Infiltration of oxygen into titanium and titanium alloys has been experimentally analyzed by numerous
investigators since 1950s. The infiltration of oxygen into titanium depends on the diffusion coefficients
of oxygen through the alpha and beta phases as well as grain boundaries, grain size, temperature, microcrack density, among other factors [12, 16]. Oxygen infiltration into titanium has been traditionally
modeled as a one-dimensional diffusion problem characterized by the apparent diffusivity coefficient,
D. In one-dimensional setting, the diffusion process is idealized using Fick’s second law:


∂c
∂
∂c
=
D
(1)
∂t
∂y
∂y
where, c(y,t) is the oxygen concentration, y the position coordinate towards the interior of the titanium
structure, D(T,t) the diffusivity of oxygen in titanium, t denotes time coordinate, and T the temperature. The oxygen concentration in the titanium substrate, c∞ , and the ambient oxygen concentration,
c0 (t), provide the initial and boundary conditions of the problem:
c(y = 0,t) = c0 (t); c(y = ∞,t) = c∞

(2)

When the diffusivity is constant along the depth coordinate, Eq. 1 yields an analytical solution in the
following form:


y
(3)
c(y,t) = c0 (t) − [c0 (t) − c∞ ] erf √
4τ
in which, time variable τ is given as:
τ=

Zt

 0 0
D T,t dt

0

4

(4)

The temperature dependent diffusivity is expressed as:


Q
D (ω, T ) = D0 exp −
RT

(5)

D0 is the pre-exponential constant, which is the reference diffusion coefficient at the solidus temperature, Q the activation energy, and R the universal gas constant. An oxygen concentration front with the
critical oxygen concentration level ccrit occurs at depth ȳ, which satisfies:
√
ȳ (t) = 2λ τ
(6)
where, λ is the solution of the following nonlinear equation:
Φ (λ) := erf (λ) +

ccrit − c∞
−1 = 0
c0 − c∞

(7)

The one-dimensional model defined above has been successfully employed to predict the thickness
of alpha-case layer as a function of time and temperature in metal forming conditions. In the analysis
of aerospace structures subjected to thermo-mechanical loading, the one-dimensional model does not
account for the effect of mechanical damage on the diffusivity of the titanium structure. Furthermore,
the mechanical loading and the shock conditions provide a multidimensional thermal and mechanical
response profile. The diffusivity of the titanium therefore varies along the spatial directions. The
one-dimensional diffusion model does not account for the variability of diffusivity within the spatial
problem domain. In this study, the one-dimensional diffusion model is generalized to account for the
effect of mechanical loading on the oxygen diffusion, and expanded to two-dimensions.

2.1

Modeling the effect of mechanical damage on diffusivity

The diffusion process is affected by the formation of microscopic defects within structures due to thermal and mechanical loads. The apparent diffusivity may be enhanced as a function of the microcrack
density. An example of this effect has been investigated by Krajcinovic et al. [17]. They proposed
a diffusion model, which incorporates the effect of microcrack density on diffusion characteristics of
chemical ions into concrete microstructure based on percolation theory. Percolation theory [18] provides a theoretical basis for describing the effect of microcracking on the diffusion processes. Percolation theory has been previously adopted to solve additional engineering problems involving diffusion
of fluids in solid media (e.g., [19, 20]).
Let ω denote the mechanical damage at a material point measured as the microcrack density. The
diffusivity of the oxygen of titanium in the presence of mechanical damage in addition to the thermal
effects is expressed as:


Q
D (ω, T ) = D0 [1 + D (ω)] exp −
(8)
RT
in which, the effect of mechanical damage on diffusivity is expressed in terms of an initiation and a
percolation component:
D = Di + D p
(9)
where,
Di = aω; D p =
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Figure 3: Effect of mechanical damage on diffusivity.
At relatively low levels of microcrack density ω < ωc , the oxygen diffusivity linearly increases with
damage [20]. ωc is the conduction percolation threshold. When damage exceeds elastic percolation
threshold, ωec , a continuous path across the representative volume at the material point is formed,
permitting the free flow of oxygen [18]. In the intermediate values of mechanical damage, the rate of
change of apparent diffusivity progressively increases with increasing mechanical damage. Figure 3
illustrates the effect the presence of damage on the diffusivity. In our numerical simulations, a finite
value for D p is employed for ω > ωec to avoid numerical instability.

2.2

Modeling diffusion in two dimensions

In this manuscript, we employ a two-dimensional diffusion equation to describe the evolution of oxygen
concentration in titanium structures. Two-dimensional treatment is necessary when curved panels are
subjected to severe thermo-mechanical environments, and when thermal shocks on the panel induce
two dimensional temperature profiles within the panels. These problems lead to an uneven diffusion of
oxygen along the panel surface. The two-dimensional diffusion equation is expressed as:
ċ (x,t) = ∇ · [D (x,t) ∇c (x,t)]

(11)

The initial and boundary conditions of the two-dimensional diffusion problem are:
c(x,t) = c0 ; x ∈ ΓcD

(12)

c(x,t = 0) = c∞ ; x ∈ Ω

(13)

in which, ΓcD denotes the outer boundary of the titanium structure exposed to elevated oxygen concentration, c0 . The initial oxygen concentration value, c∞ , is provided by the chemical composition of the
titanium alloy. Ω ⊂ R2 denotes the domain of the structure. Equation 11, along with the initial and
boundary conditions, is evaluated numerically using the finite element method. The boundary value
problem for the diffusion equation is coupled with the mechanical response model, since diffusivity,
D, is a function of the mechanical damage, ω.
The literature on diffusion of oxygen in titanium is extensive. A survey of studies on the determination of diffusion parameters for pure titanium and some titanium alloys is found in Ref. [10]. The
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Figure 4: Evolution of alpha-case depth in Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo as a function of mechanical damage
state at temperature T = 600o C.

Table 1: Material parameters employed to model the oxygen diffusion in Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo.
D0 [cm2 /s] Q [kJ/mole] c∞ [wt %] c0 [wt %] ωc ωec
0.62
203
0.15
10.0
0.1 0.5

a
3.56

majority of these investigations focus on oxygen diffusion in pure titanium. A relatively limited number of investigations focus on titanium alloys as well. The literature reveals a significant scatter in the
values of pre-exponential constant and activation energy based on the type of alloy and the experimental technique employed to evaluate these constants. For pure titanium, the scatter is of five orders of
magnitude for the pre-exponential constant and 100% for the activation energy. In this study, we focus
on the response of Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo, which has been previously investigated [21, 22]. We employ
the pre-exponential constant and activation energy values reported by Ref. [21]. In the numerical simulations below, the parameters that characterize the effects of damage on diffusivity: a, ωc and ωec is
taken to be 3.56, 0.1 and 0.5, respectively. Experimental investigations are being conducted to calibrate these material parameters and will be reported in a separate publication. The full list of diffusion
parameters employed in our simulations are summarized in Table 1.
Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of alpha-case depth as a function of damage variable, ω, at constant
temperature of T = 600 o C. The alpha-case depth is defined by the iso-contour of the critical oxygen
concentration value of ccrit = 4.5%. A steady increase in diffusivity is observed as a function of damage
variable up to the elastic percolation limit. For higher values of damage, oxygen infiltrates significantly
rapidly into the titanium. The combined accelerating effect of temperature and damage state on the
evolution of alpha-case depth in time is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Evolution of alpha-case depth in Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo as a function of temperature and
mechanical damage state.

3 Mechanical Response based on Modified Johnson-Cook
Model
The ingress of oxygen is well known to cause embrittlement, increase in the hardness of titanium alloys
and drastically reduce the fatigue life [1, 2]. In this study, we concentrate on modeling the monotonic
mechanical response of titanium as a function of oxygen concentration. The governing equilibrium
equation for the boundary value problem describing the mechanical response is:
∇ · σ + ρb = 0; x ∈ Ω

(14)

in which, σ denotes stress, b the body force and, ρ the density. The boundary and initial conditions for
the deformation field are:
u(x,t) = ū(x,t) ; x ∈ ΓuD
σ · n = t̄(x,t) ; x ∈ ΓuN

(16)

u(x,t = 0) = u0 (x) ; x ∈ Ω

(17)

(15)

where; ū the prescribed boundary displacement along the Dirichlet boundary ΓuD , t̄ the prescribed
/ u0 is
boundary traction along the Neumann boundary, ΓuN such that: ΓuD ∪ ΓuN ≡ ∂Ω and ΓuD ∩ ΓuN ≡ 0,
the initial deformation state of the structure and, n denotes normal vector. The constitutive response of
titanium alloys are idealized based on a visco-plastic constitutive relationship:
σ = L : (ε̇ε − ε̇εvp )
σ̇

(18)

where, ε and εvp denote total strain and viscoplastic strain tensors, respectively. Superscribed dot
denotes material time derivative. The evolution of the viscoplastic strain is expressed as a power law
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of the form:


f q ∂f
ε̇ε = γ
(19)
σ
σY
∂σ
σ, σY )
in which, γ is the fluidity parameter, σY the yield stress, q viscoplastic hardening exponent, and f (σ
the Von-Mises yield function.


vp

3.1

Modified Johnson-Cook yield stress

Johnson-Cook model provides a functional relationship for yield response of metals, which vary as a
function of the applied strain, strain rate and temperature. Johnson-Cook model has been previously
employed to idealize the response of titanium alloys [23]. The classical Johnson-Cook yield stress is
defined as [24]:
σY = [A + B(ε̄vp )n ] [1 +C ln(ε̇∗ )] [1 + (T ∗ )m ]
(20)
where, A, B, C, n and m are material parameters. The effective viscoplastic strain, ε̄vp , is defined as:
r
2 vp vp
ε̄vp =
ε :ε
(21)
3
T ∗ is the non-dimensional temperature:
T∗ =

T − Troom
Tmelt − Troom

(22)

where, Troom and Tmelt are the room and melting temperatures, respectively. ε̇∗ is the non-dimensional
strain rate:
ε̄˙ vp
ε̇∗ = 0
(23)
ε̇
where, the reference strain rate ε̇0 is taken to be unity.
The classical Johnson-Cook yield stress does not take into account the increase in the hardness
of titanium as a function of the oxygen ingress. We have extended the original yield stress model to
incorporate the oxygen-ingress induced hardening. The relationship between the hardness, H, and oxygen concentration, c has been experimentally investigated (e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6]) for titanium and titanium
alloys. For instance, Ogden and Jaffe [5] proposed the following relationship:
H = 65 + 310 c1/2

(24)

Chan and co-workers [8] found that this relationship overpredicts the hardness for oxygen concentrations of over 1.5 %. An alternative linear model proposed by Roe et al. [6] is adopted in this study:
H = H0 + b c

(25)

in which, H0 denotes the reference hardness value. Assuming that the thickness of the oxide layer
forming on the surface of the alpha-case titanium layer is negligible, the effect of oxygen concentration
on the yield stress is expressed based on Tabor’s relationship [25]. To this extent, the yield stress of
titanium is linearly related to the oxygen concentration:
σY = σY0 + k c

(26)

in which, σY0 is the yield strength at bulk oxygen concentration c∞ . In view of the above-mentioned
model, the Johnson-Cook yield stress model is modified to represent the response of oxygen ingressed
titanium:
σY = [A + B(ε̄vp )n + Fc] [1 +C ln(ε̇∗ )] [1 + (T ∗ )m ]
(27)
in which, F is a material parameter.
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3.2

Modified Johnson-Cook damage

We employ a strain-based damage progression formulation to model the failure of titanium structures
subjected to mechanical and thermal loads in addition to alpha-case formation. Damage parameter, ω,
is defined as the ratio between the accumulated viscoplastic strain, ε̄vp and the failure strain, ε f :
ω=

ε̄vp
εf

(28)

The failure strain is described as a function of stress, strain rate and temperature:
ε f = [D1 (C) + D2 exp(D3 σ∗ )][1 + D4 ln(ε̇∗ )][1 + D5 T ∗ ]

(29)

where, D2 , D3 , D4 and D5 are material parameters; σ∗ is the ratio between the pressure and the effective
stress, σ̄:
r
σ
tr(σ
)
3
σ∗ =
; σ̄ =
σ:σ
(30)
3σ̄
2
The Johnson-Cook failure strain [24] model, which was originally developed based on parametric
failure analysis of experimental datasets, includes a constant D1 parameter. In this study, progressive
embrittlement of titanium due to ingress of oxygen is modeled by considering an oxygen concentration
dependent D1 parameter:

∞

if c ≤ c∞
 D1

1
∞
α
α
∞
D1 =
(31)
[(D1 − D1 )c + D1 c∞ − D1 ccrit ] if c∞ < c < ccrit

c∞ − ccrit

 Dα
if c ≥ c
crit

1

D∞
1 is the value of D1 parameter at the oxygen concentration level in the titanium substrate. The bulk
titanium reaches its most brittle state (i.e., D1 = Dα1 ) as the oxygen concentration reaches the critical
value, ccrit . A linear relationship between the oxygen concentration and embrittlement is assumed in
the intermediate concentration levels.
Damage parameter ω does not affect the evolution of the constitutive response until complete failure
at the material point (i.e., ω = 1). At failure, the residual stiffness at the material point is set to a small
fraction of the elastic stiffness of the material, which accounts for failure induced relaxation and load
redistribution. Since no progressive softening takes place in the model, the underlying differential
equations do not loose ellipticity, and consequent damage localization and spurious mesh dependency
effects observed in classical continuous damage mechanics models do not occur. Figure 6 illustrates the
stress-strain response of Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo titanium subjected to pure tension at 650 o C. The figure
shows the constitutive response at oxygen concentration levels of 0.295%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4% and 4.5%.
c = 4.5% and c = 0.295% are the critical and bulk oxygen concentrations, respectively. Increasing
oxygen concentration clearly indicates a rise in the yield stress and a drop in ductility as a function of
the rise in oxygen concentration. The effect of temperature on the constitutive response of titanium
is illustrated in Fig. 7 for critical and bulk oxygen concentrations. Figure 7 shows the compounded
embrittlement and hardening of titanium as a function of temperature and oxygen concentration. The
material parameters used for Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo are tabulated in Table 2. The classical JohnsonCook parameters are obtained by minimizing the discrepancy between the hardening curves computed
by the model and experimental data presented in Ref. [26].The critical oxygen concentration will be
obtained based metallography, as the oxygen rich layer displays a color contrast with the substrate bulk
alloy as described in Ref. [3]. The effect of oxygen concentration on the damage response of alphacase titanium will be calibrated using tensile testing of coupon level specimens with varying degrees
of oxygen exposure.
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Table 2: Material parameters of the generalized Johnson-Cook Model for oxygen infiltrated titanium
A [MPa] B [MPa]
827
820
∞
D1
Dα1
-0.22
-0.27
o
Tmelt [ F]
ε̇0
3092
1.0

4

C
F [MPa]
n
0.014
110
0.93
D2
D3
D4
0.27
0.48
0.014
ccrit [wt %] c∞ [wt %]
q
4.5
0.295
0.3

m
0.85
D5
0.5
γ [MPa-hr]−1
1.0

Heat Conduction Model

Accurate prediction of the thermal response of titanium structures is critical to modeling and prediction
of alpha-case formation and mechanical failure due to embrittlement, since the alpha-case formation is
primarily controlled by the thermal state of the structure. The thermal response is modeled based on
the following boundary value problem:
∂T
on Ω
∂t
= T̄ (x, y,t) on ∂ΩTD

∇ · (k (T ) ∇T ) + r = ρcv (T )

T
∂T
−k
= β(x, y,t)T − T0 (x, y,t) on ∂ΩTN
∂n
T (x, y,t = 0) = T̂ (x, y) on Ω

(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

in which, k is the thermal conductivity, cv specific heat, r heat source/sink, T̄ prescribed temperature
at the boundary, β the reference film coefficient and T0 the reference sink temperature, and T̂ is the
initial thermal state of the structure. The conductivity and the specific heat of titanium is nonlinearly
related to the temperature. This nonlinear relationship is expressed using fitting polynomials to the
experimental values provided in Ref. [26]. Quadratic polynomials yield adequate fit to express the
functional relationship between temperature and conductivity and specific heat for Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr2Mo. The experimental and fitted conductivity and specific heat curves are shown in Fig. 8. The
density of the titanium alloy is taken to be 4.539 g/cm3 .

5

Implementation

The proposed thermo-chemo-mechanical model is implemented in the commercial software package
DiffPack. DiffPack is an object oriented development framework for the numerical solution of partial
differential equations [27]. DiffPack provides a library of C++ classes to facilitate development of
solution algorithms for complex PDEs. The finite element implementation of the thermal, mechanical
and diffusion processes based on the Bubnov-Galerkin method is standard and the details of the implementation is found in classical finite element method texts (e.g., [28, 29]). We focus on the two aspects
of the numerical implementation: (1) Bridging the scales associated with the boundary region and
the titanium substrate, and; (2) Evaluation of the chemo-mechanical problem based on a semi-explicit
coupled solution strategy.
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Figure 8: Thermal properties of Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo: conductivity and specific heat.

5.1

Bridging the boundary scale and the structural scale

The alpha-case formation in titanium structures occurs along the surfaces subjected to high temperature
and fluxes along with high concentration of oxygen. The embrittled alpha-case is typically confined
to a few microns thick boundary region. The thickness of the boundary region is significantly smaller
than the overall thickness of the structure, which is of the order of millimeters. The disparity between
the boundary scale and the structural scale is illustrated in Fig. 9. Numerical prediction of the oxygen infiltration induced embrittlement and consequent structural failure requires fine resolution of the
boundary scale to accurately capture the extent of the alpha-case region. Therefore, boundary region
illustrated in Fig. 9 is discretized with a dense finite element mesh. Fine discretization of the entire
structural domain is computationally costly from memory and performance perspectives, and typically
not needed since the alpha-case region does not extend beyond the thin boundary region. In this study,
we consider a fine discretization of the boundary region, which encloses the alpha-case, and a coarse
discretization of the bulk titanium structure.
We decompose Ω into a boundary region, denoted as Ωb and the substrate, Ωs :
Ω = Ωs ∪ Ωb

(36)

/ The alpha-case region, denoted by Ωα is embedded in the boundary region
such that Ωs ∩ Ωb = 0.
(i.e., Ωα (t) ⊂ Ωb ) for the entire observation period. A transition region Ωtransition = Ωb \ Ωα separates
the alpha-case region from the substrate. The boundary region and the substrate is separated by the
interface denoted as ΓI . The continuity of the cardinal unknown fields for the mechanical, thermal and
chemical problems are ensured based on a penalty formulation described below.
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the boundary scale.
The governing boundary value problem for the mechanical process is written in the weak form as:
Z

v · (∇ · σ ) dΩ +

Z

Ω

v · ρb dΩ = 0

(37)

Ω

where, v is a member of the test function space with sufficient smoothness within Ω and homogeneous
along the Dirichlet boundaries. Decomposing the domain into the boundary region and substrate, and
using the divergence theorem on Eq. 37, we reach the weak form of the governing equation:
Z

∇vb : σ b dΩ +

Z

Ωb

∇vs : σ s dΩ −

Z

Ωs

−

Z

vb · t̄ dΓ −

Z

ΓNb

vb · σ b · n dΓ −

Z

ΓIb

vs · t̄ dΓ

ΓNs

vs · σ s · n dΓ −

Z

ΓIs

vb · ρb dΩ −

Ωb

Z

(38)
vs · ρb dΩ = 0

Ωs

in which, superscript b and s denotes fields defined over the boundary region and substrate domains, respectively, colon denotes double tensor contraction, and ΓNb ∪ ΓNs ≡ ΓuN . Using the traction continuity
σs · n|ΓIs + σ b · n|ΓIb = 0) and setting the internal tractions to t|ΓI = η(us − ub ):
along the interface (σ
Z
Ωb

∇vb : σ b dΩ +

Z

∇vs : σ s dΩ −

Z

Ωs

vb · t̄ dΓ −

Z

ΓNb

vs · t̄ dΓ

ΓNs

−

Z

vb · ρb dΩ −

Z

Ωb

(39)
vs · ρb dΩ + δG p = 0

Ωs

with δG p , the penalty contribution to bridge the scales across the boundary:
δG p =

Z




η ub − us vb − vs dΓ

(40)

ΓI

where, η is the penalty parameter.
Bridging the boundary region and the substrate in the chemical (oxygen diffusion) and the thermal
processes are formulated based on a similar penalty formulation to the formulation defined for the
mechanical boundary value problem. Let u denote either the oxygen concentration c or the temperature
field, T . The governing equation for the diffusion problems is expressed in the weak form as:
Z

v∇ · (k∇u) dΩ −

Ω

Z

hvu̇ dΩ = 0

(41)

Ω

where, v is the test function, k denotes the thermal conductivity or the oxygen diffusivity for thermal
and chemical processes, respectively. h = ρcv for the thermal process and h = 1 for the chemical
process. Decomposing the structural domain into Ωb and Ωs , and using similar arguments to those
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explained for the mechanical process above, the weak form of the thermal boundary value problem is
expressed as:
Z

b

b

∇v · k∇T dΩ +

Ωb

Z

s

s

∇v · k∇T dΩ +

Ωs

Z

b

v

v (βT − T0 ) dΓ +

Z

ΓNb

vs (βT s − T0 ) dΓ

ΓNs

+

Z

b b

ρcv v Ṫ dΩ −

Z

Ωb

(42)
s s

ρcv v Ṫ dΩ + δG p = 0

Ωs

The oxygen diffusion problem is expressed as:
Z
Ωb

∇vb · D∇cb dΩ +

Z

∇vs · D∇cs dΩ +

Ωs

Z

vb ċb dΩ −

Z

Ωb

vs ċs dΩ + δG p = 0

(43)

Ωs

where the penalty term is defined similar to Eq. 40:
Z



δG p =
η ub − us vb − vs dΓ

(44)

ΓI

5.2

Strategy to evaluate the coupled chemo-mechanical problem

The simulation of the response of titanium structures containing alpha-case requires the evaluation
of the chemical, mechanical and thermal processes defined in Sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The
diffusion of heat through the structure is a significantly faster process than the diffusion of oxygen. The
structure reaches the thermal steady state prior to significant oxygen infiltration into the structure. Due
to the disparity between the time scales associated with the thermal and chemo-mechanical problems,
it is assumed that the thermal state of the structure remains decoupled form the chemo-mechanical
state. The thermal steady state of the structure is numerically evaluated prior to the chemo-mechanical
processes and the computed steady state thermal field is passed to the chemo-mechanical solver as
constant input.
The mechanical state of the structure is a function of the oxygen concentration field due to the
embrittlement and hardening of alpha-case titanium. The diffusion characteristics of oxygen through
the structure are, in return, a function of the mechanical state due to the enhancement of diffusivity in
the presence of microcracks. The mechanical and chemical processes are therefore strongly coupled
to each other. In this work, we employ a staggered, semi-explicit computational algorithm to solve the
coupled system of diffusion and mechanical boundary value problems.
Let the displacement vector u be discretized using the standard finite element shape functions such
that: u(x,t) = ∑na=1 Na (x)ua (t). Substituting the displacement discretization into the weak form of the
mechanical problem and adopting the matrix notation, we obtain:
Z

Bta σ dΩ + fa = 0

(45)

Ω

in which, Ba = ∇Ni expressed in the matrix form; superscript t denotes transpose; fa includes the
forcing terms due to the boundary tractions and the body forces. The bridging between the boundary
and the structural scales is omitted in Eq. 45 for simplicity of the presentation.
Substituting Eq. 19 into Eq. 18 and employing the displacement field discretization, the stress field
satisfies the following rate equation:
n

σ − L ∑ Bb u̇b + L ε̇εvp = 0
σ̇
b=1
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(46)

The time component of Eq. 46 is discretized based on forward Euler algorithm:
n

σ − L ∑ Bb ∆ub + ∆t L t ε̇εvp = 0
∆σ

(47)

b=1

in which, ∆(·) ≡ t+∆t (·) − t (·); left subscripts t + ∆t and t denote values of the field at the current time
step and the previous time step, respectively. For clarity, the left subscript for the field values at the
current time step is omitted in the following presentation. Substituting Eq. 47 into Eq. 45, we obtain:
n

∑

Z

Bta LBb dΩ ∆ub = ∆t

Z

b=1 Ω

Bta L t ε̇εvp dΩ − ∆fa

(48)

Ω

in which, ∆fi is the external load increment at the current time step. Equation 48 is expressed as a linear
system using the standard finite element assembly procedure to evaluate the displacement increment.
The resulting linear system is coupled to the chemical process since the viscoplastic strain state is a
function of the oxygen concentration.
The boundary value problem for oxygen diffusion is evaluated based on a fully implicit backward
Euler time integration scheme. Discretizing the time dimension, the strong form diffusion equation
(Eq. 11) yields:
c − t c = ∆t ∇ · (D∇c)
(49)
in which, the left subscripts for the current values of the fields are omitted. The bridging between the
boundary and the structural scales is omitted for simplicity of the presentation. Substituting the time
discretization into the weak form of the nonlinear diffusion problem and discretizing the weak form
using standard finite element shape functions (c = ∑na=1 Na (x)ca , v = ∑na=1 Na (x)va ) lead to:
n

Fa ≡

∑

Z

n

Na (x) Nb (x) dΩ (cb − t cb ) + ∆t

b=1 Θ

∑

Z

D(c)∇Nb ∇Na dΩ cb = 0

(50)

b=1 Θ

which constitutes a nonlinear system of equations, in view of the nonlinear diffusivity, D. D is a
function of the oxygen concentration through the explicit dependence to the mechanical damage state
ω, whose evolution is affected by the oxygen concentration. The nonlinear system is evaluated using
the Newton-Raphson algorithm:
  −1
dF
k+1
k
c = c−
(51)
F|k c
dc k c
in which, c = {c1 , c2 , . . . cn } and F = {F1 , F2 , . . . Fn }. The left superscript denotes the iteration count
for the Newton-Raphson algorithm.
The coupled chemo-mechanical boundary value problem is evaluated using the following procedure:
1. At time t = 0, set the temperature field, T to the steady state thermal response field computed
by numerical evaluation of the heat diffusion equation. Initialize oxygen concentration, c and
displacement field, u based on the initial conditions of the chemical and mechanical boundary
value problems, respectively.
2. Evaluate and assemble the standard stiffness matrix for the linear-elastic mechanical problem:
n

K=A∑

Z

b=1 Ω

in which, A denotes the assembly operation.
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Bta LBb dΩ

(52)

3. Advance time: t ← t + ∆t.
4. Compute and assemble the forcing term of the mechanical process at the current step (the right
hand side of the Eq. 48).
5. Solve the linear system for the mechanical boundary value problem to evaluate the current incremental displacement field ∆ub .
6. Update the nodal displacement coefficients, and the stress at the integration points of the finite
element mesh:
ub =
σ =

t ub + ∆ub ;
n
tσ + L

b = 1, 2, . . . , n

∑ Bb ∆ub − ∆t L t ε̇εvp

(53)
(54)

b=1

7. Initialize the viscoplastic strain and damage parameter for the Newton-Raphson algorithm for
chemical process evaluation:


0 vp
ε = ε̂εvp (t c, σ , T ) ; 0 ω = ω̂ t c, σ , T, 0 ε vp ; 0 c = t c; 0 D = D(0 ω)
8. Assemble F vector defined in Eq. 50 and its jacobian.
9. Evaluate the oxygen concentration coefficient vector at the current time step, c by updating the
viscoplastic strain, damage and diffusivity at each iteration.
10. If end time is reached STOP.
11. Go to Step 2 for the evaluation of the next time step.
The computational algorithm includes an adaptive time stepping methodology. The time step cutbacks are introduced in case of failure of convergence in the proposed staggered evaluation procedure,
whereas the time step size is adaptively increased in case of smooth response based on total number of
iterations to convergence.

6

Numerical Example

The capabilities of the proposed computational model are assessed by considering the analysis of a Ti6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo plate subjected to a thermal shock loading. The 2-D plate is illustrated in Fig. 10.
The top 60 µm is taken to be the boundary region and discretized finely to accurately describe the
evolution of alpha-case and damage formation. The titanium substrate is discretized using relatively
coarse finite elements to reduce the computational complexity of the simulations. The plate is subjected
to a flux distribution along the top edge with a magnitude of 1.0 W/mm2 . The flux magnitude is elevated
due to a shock to 6.5 W/mm2 at the middle portion of the structure.The thickness of the structure is
2.286 mm. The thermal properties of the titanium alloy are provided in Section 4. The bottom edge
is assumed to remain at constant temperature of 1490 C. The steady state thermal profile of the plate
under the variable flux loading is shown in Fig. 11.
The steady thermal state of the plate is employed as the initial thermal conduction of the chemomechanical simulations. The diffusion and mechanical properties of the plate are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The boundary conditions for the chemo-mechanical simulation are illustrated
in Fig. 10. The ambient oxygen concentration is assumed to be 10%. The structure is subjected to uniform tensile loading in the lateral direction at 0, 605, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615 MPa magnitude.
The application of the load is linear up to the desired amplitude within the first hour of the observation
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q = 6.5W/mm2
(oxygen concentration)

c = 0.1

t = 2.286 mm

q = 1W/mm2

(thermal loading)

Substrate

Boundary region

(applied mechanical stress)

T = 150o C

Figure 10: The geometry and finite element discretization of the Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo subjected to
thermal shock loading.

150.00

272.75

Temperature ( 0C)
395.49

518.24

640.98

Figure 11: Evolution of alpha-case depth in Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo as a function of mechanical damage
state at temperature T = 1113o F.
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period. The loading is kept at the constant amplitude for the remainder of the observation period. The
response of the structure is observed for 400 hours.
Figure 12 shows the oxygen concentration profiles within the boundary region at t = 400 hours
under stress free condition, and when the structure is subjected to 605 MPa and 615 MPa uniform
uniaxial tension in the lateral direction. Alpha-case region (c > 4.5%) forms around the mid-section
of the titanium panel. This is due to the elevated temperatures, which results from the thermal shock
applied at the center of the top boundary. At the end of the observation period, the maximum alphacase depth was 16 µm for the stress free configuration and the applied uniaxial stress of 605 MPa.
The maximum alpha-case depth for the 615 MPa uniform tension configuration is 45 µm, which is
significantly more than the lower stress conditions. We further investigated the formation of the alphacase layer under intermediate loading amplitudes. Figure 13 illustrates the maximum depth of alphacase within the titanium structure as a function of the applied stress amplitude. A significant and
sudden jump in the alpha-case region thickness is observed between 611-612 MPa range. The sudden
jump in the alpha-case formation is due to the enhancement of oxygen diffusivity at high damage
regions. The mechanical damage within the boundary region exceeds the percolation threshold for
high amplitude loading conditions, which lead to significant increase in the diffusivity. This is evident
in the damage and equivalent stress profiles shown in Fig. 14 under low applied stress (605 MPa) and
high applied stress (615 MPa) conditions. Under low applied stress, damage is localized and has a
small magnitude, which does not significantly alter the characteristics of oxygen diffusion into the
structure. At high applied stress levels, significant damage develops particularly within the middle of
the boundary region. The deformed equivalent stress profiles (Fig. 14b and d) illustrate significant
plastic deformations under high applied stress.

7

Conclusions and Future Research

In this manuscript, we presented a computational model for the analysis of failure in titanium structures subjected to combined thermo-chemo-mechanical environments. The proposed model accounts
for the coupling between the thermal, chemical and mechanical processes. A generalized JohnsonCook model is implemented to idealize the mechanical response in the presence of oxygen ingress
induced alpha-case formation. An oxygen diffusivity model that accounts for the effect of mechanical
damage processes is proposed. The coupled system is evaluated using a semi-explicit computational
strategy. The scale bridging between the very finely discretized boundary region, within which, alphacase forms and the titanium substrate is evaluated based on the penalty formulation. Two important
issues regarding the proposed computational model remain outstanding. First, while the effect of oxygen concentration on the mechanical response is reasonably well known and validated, the effect of
mechanical damage and stress on the diffusivity of titanium has not been thoroughly investigated.
Particularly, experimental investigations are necessary to satisfactorily calibrate and validate the proposed model. Second, the mechanical and chemical response of titanium microconstituents, alphaand beta-grains, grain boundaries and oxide layer are not homogeneous. The effects of the variability
of properties within the heterogeneous microstructure may be explicitly incorporated through a multiscale computational model. We will concentrate our future efforts in the development of multiscale
computational models and experimental verification.
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(a) Applied stress = 0 MPa

Oxygen
concentration
0.1
0.075
0.05
0.025

(b) Applied stress = 605 MPa
0.0

(c) Applied stress = 615 MPa

Figure 12: Oxygen concentration profiles at the end of the observation period (t = 400 hours) when the
applied stress magnitude is: (a) 0 MPa, (b) 605 MPa, and (c) 615 MPa.
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Figure 13: The variation of the maximum alpha-case depth within the titanium structure as a function
of applied stress.
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(a) Applied stress = 605 MPa
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(b) Applied stress = 605 MPa
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(c) Applied stress = 615 MPa

140

290

430
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(d) Applied stress = 615 MPa

Figure 14: Damage and stress profiles within the titanium structure subjected to thermal shock loading at
the end of the observation period (t = 400 hours): (a) Damage profile when the applied stress magnitude
is 605 MPa, (b) equivalent stress profile when the applied stress magnitude is 605 MPa, (c) damage
profile when the applied stress magnitude is 615 MPa, and (d) equivalent stress profile when the applied
stress magnitude is 615 MPa. The deformations are amplified by a factor of 2 in (b) and (d).
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